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1. OSIRIS AND ISIS (Frontispiece). Detail from Plate 34 (M.F.B.) Coloured
2. VIEW LOOKING NORTH-EAST FROM THE CENTRE OF THE WEST WALL OF THE INNER OSIRIS HALL
3. INNER OSIRIS HALL, NORTH WALL, ENTRANCE TO HORUS SHRINE
4. INNER OSIRIS HALL, NORTH WALL, ENTRANCE TO SETHOS SHRINE
5. INNER OSIRIS HALL, NORTH WALL, ENTRANCE TO ISIS SHRINE
6. INNER OSIRIS HALL, WEST WALL, FIRST SECTION FROM NORTH (M.F.B.) Coloured
7. INNER OSIRIS HALL, WEST WALL, SECOND SECTION FROM NORTH, LOWER SCENES (A.M.C.) Coloured
8. INNER OSIRIS HALL, WEST WALL, THIRD SECTION FROM NORTH, LOWER SCENES (A.M.C.) Coloured
9. INNER OSIRIS HALL, WEST WALL, a. West wall, second section from north, upper scenes. b. West wall, third section from north, upper scenes. c. North wall, only existing fragment of frieze, over entrance to Horus shrine
10. INNER OSIRIS HALL, WEST WALL, FOURTH SECTION FROM NORTH (A.M.C.) Coloured
11. INNER OSIRIS HALL, WEST WALL, a. Fifth section from north. b. Sixth and last section from north
12. INNER OSIRIS HALL, SOUTH WALL. a. Portion west of entrance to Second Osiris Hall. b. Portion east of entrance to Second Osiris Hall
13. INNER OSIRIS HALL, EAST WALL, FIRST SECTION FROM SOUTH
14. INNER OSIRIS HALL, EAST WALL, SECOND SECTION FROM SOUTH
15. INNER OSIRIS HALL, EAST WALL, THIRD SECTION FROM SOUTH
16. INNER OSIRIS HALL, EAST WALL, FOURTH SECTION FROM SOUTH
17. INNER OSIRIS HALL, EAST WALL, SCENES BETWEEN ENTRANCE TO CHAPEL OF OSIRIS AND NORTH WALL
18. THICKNESSES OF THE ENTRANCE DOOR TO INNER OSIRIS HALL FROM CHAPEL OF OSIRIS. a. North, b. South
19. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 1
20. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 2
21. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 3
22. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 4
23. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 5
24. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 6
25. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 7
26. INNER OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 8
27. INNER OSIRIS HALL, INSCRIPTIONS ON COLUMNS
28. INNER OSIRIS HALL, INSCRIPTIONS AND DECORATIONS OF COLUMNS
29. INNER OSIRIS HALL, CEILING BLOCKS
30. INNER OSIRIS HALL, ARCHITRAVE AND CARTOUCHES ON CAPITALS. SHRINE OF SETHOS, CEILING OF DOORWAY. SHRINES OF HORUS AND ISIS, SOUTH WALL, INSCRIPTIONS SURROUNDING DOORWAYS (variants)
31. SHRINE OF HORUS, EAST WALL, SOUTHERN PORTION
32. SHRINE OF HORUS, EAST WALL, NORTHERN PORTION (M.F.B.) Coloured
33. SHRINE OF HORUS, NORTH WALL (M.F.B.) Coloured
34. SHRINE OF HORUS, WEST WALL
35. SHRINE OF SETHOS, EAST WALL, SOUTHERN PORTION (M.F.B.) Coloured
36. SHRINE OF SETHOS, EAST WALL, CENTRAL PORTION (M.F.B.) Coloured
37. SHRINE OF SETHOS, EAST WALL, NORTHERN PORTION (M.F.B.) Coloured
38. SHRINE OF SETHOS, NORTH WALL
39. SHRINE OF SETHOS, WEST WALL, NORTHERN PORTION
40. SHRINE OF SETHOS, WEST WALL, CENTRAL PORTION (M.F.B.) Coloured
41. SHRINE OF SETHOS, WEST WALL, SOUTHERN PORTION (M.F.B.) Coloured
42. SHRINE OF ISIS, SOUTH WALL
43. SHRINE OF ISIS, EAST WALL, SOUTHERN PORTION
44. SHRINE OF ISIS, EAST WALL, NORTHERN PORTION (A.M.C.) Coloured
45. SHRINE OF ISIS, NORTH WALL
46. SHRINE OF ISIS, WEST WALL
47. THE THREE SHRINES, DOOR-JAMB
48. SHRINE OF HORUS, THICKNESSES OF DOORWAY
49. SHRINE OF SETHOS, THICKNESSES OF DOORWAY
50. SHRINE OF ISIS, THICKNESSES OF DOORWAY
51. VIEW LOOKING SOUTHWARD THROUGH THE SECOND OSIRIS HALL Photograph
52. SECOND OSIRIS HALL, NORTH WALL
53. SECOND OSIRIS HALL, EAST WALL, SURROUND OF NICHE 1
54. SECOND OSIRIS HALL. Niches in east wall. South wall, between rooms 11 and 12. West thickness of doorway from inner to second Osiris Hall. Fragments of rooms 11 and 12
55. SECOND OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 1
56. SECOND OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 2
57. SECOND OSIRIS HALL, COLUMN 3
58. SECOND OSIRIS HALL, INSCRIPTIONS AND DECORATIONS OF COLUMNS
59. SECOND OSIRIS HALL, CEILING BLOCKS
60. ROOM 16. a. A. c. West, east and north walls. d. e. Thicknesses of doorway
61. ROOM 16, SOUTH WALL
62. ROOM 11, WEST, EAST AND SOUTH WALLS
63. ROOM 12, EAST WALL
64. ROOM 12, WEST AND SOUTH WALLS
65. FRAGMENTS LYING IN SECOND OSIRIS HALL, POSITION UNKNOWN
VIEW LOOKING OUTWARDS THROUGH THE SECOND HORDER HALL